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Create an open space office that 
encourages collaboration and openness 
to maintain a culture of trust



Beautiful design, 
solid and comfortable 

GreenForest’s RECON desks and tables 
add value through elegant simplicity, 
flexibility and functionality. 



RECON will give a modern look to 
any environment, whether at the office 
or at home.



1.
Cable tray. With a cable tray and additional 
accessories - a pleasant working atmosphere is 
achieved. As a bonus, the workplace becomes 
even easier to clean. The tray is designed 
installation under the table. Very simple to 
install with plenty of room for power strips. The 
length may also be cut for perfect fit. Prepared 

for ground connection. 

2.
The perfect system for personal privacy: easy 
screen also aids the concentration when working 

at bench workstations. 

3.
With our power sockets, you are 
free to decide how to configure 
because the power strip can be 
quickly replaced without any 
tools. Integrated functionality 
and flexibility not just for today, 
but also for the developments of 
tomorrow.

4.
We have also complementary 
products that gives you the 
solutions to keep your workspace 
in order. Both above and under the 
desk.



Desks models
Individual 80

Meeting tables

RM140 140 x 140 x 74H cm
RM160 160 x 160 x 74H cm

RM200 200 x 100 x 74H cm
RM240 240 x 100 x 74H cm

RM275 275 x 140 x 74H cm
RB140 140 x 80 x 74H cm RB160 160 x 80 x 74H cm

Sharedesks for 2 Sharedesks for 4 Sharedesks for 6

RBD140 140 x 160 x 74H cm
RBD160 160 x 160 x 74H cm
RBD180 180 x 160 x 74H cm
RBD200 200 x 160 x 74H cm

RBD280 280 x 160 x 74H cm
RBD320 320 x 160 x 74H cm

RBD420 (420x160x74H cm)
RBD480 (480x160x74H cm) RM460 460 x 140 x 74H cmRM400 400 x 140 x 74H cm

RB180 180 x 80 x 74H cm



Customization
Worktop color melamine

Dividers
different 
designs

Modesty panels
different designs

Add-ons

White
W1000

Grey
U708

Mainau Birch
H1733

Pacific Walnut
H3700

Sorano Oak
H1334

Fabric MDF Melamine Metal profile Plexiglass

Melamine MDF Plexiglass

Metal Frame
painted metal

Cable grommets 
covers

Cable management
solutions

Standard
plastic

Cover
tc7 39x15cm

Aluminium
tc2 8x8cm

Aluminium
tc4 28x8cm

Aluminium
tc3 16x8cm

CM1
cable collector

CM3
cable oragnizer

CM2
cable tray

Foot rest
firmly support the feet

Monitor arm
safe and functional

Built-In frame
tc8 39x15cm

Black



Recon meeting tables are excellent solutions for 
boardrooms. They are available in multiple sizes to fit 

perfectly in the meeting areas.
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